Working Equitation Munich 26.-29.05.2022, WAWE World Championship Qualifier
Dear Rider,
Welcome to “WAWE World Championship Qualifier” during Pferd International Munich
2022. The organizers of this fantastic international horse show are again working together with
EventClearing. We are in charge of collecting the "Entry fee" ahead of the event, taking care
for the accounting and distributing the prize money afterwards. The prize money will be paid
directly after the show to the bank account you register at EventClearing.
Please enter your personal profile on app.eventclearing.lu. You will find a personalized
pre-invoice if you would like to know the exact amount to pay. Using the credit card will
cause 3% extra charges, but it is very convenient to use for upfront payments. If you
forgot your password or use this platform the first time, please press here. You can use
this platform as well to communicate with the organizer. Please fill in your special
requests in "Comment". Press "Send Payment Advice pdf to the Organizer" after you
reviewed your payment advice by pressing the green "Preview Payment Advice" button.
If you don’t like to register, you will find the list of amounts to pay following:
Entry fee: 171,50 € + 178,50 € Box = 350,- € plus 40,- € manure disposal per horse (=390,- €
per horse)
Electricity: Please add 100.- € if you need electricity. If you like to pay for consumption of
hay and shavings in advance: hay: 12,- € per bale, shavings: 18,- € per bale. Overpayments
will be sent back right after the show.
Please make the transfer latest until 20.05.2022 and only to this EUR-account:
Beneficiary: EventClearing S.à r.l., 2, Massewee, L-6186 Gonderange
IBAN: LU38 0025 4101 2925 8200
BIC: BILL LULL XXX (Banque International a Luxembourg)
Ref.: WE-München, "FEI-number" of the rider
For new users of EventClearing: please register on the homepage of EventClearing
(app.eventclearing.lu) in order to collect your prize money after the show and follow your
accounting.
Important: Incoming amounts on our account are credited to your balance in your
personal profile. EventClearing will only transfer the entry fees and costs to the organizer
after the vet-check if you horse passed this test. The money in your profile still belongs to
you. In this respect, it is advisable to transfer a slightly higher amount for possible
purchases of hay and shavings. For billing via credit card, extra costs of 3% will arise.
If you have any questions, please contact the team of EventClearing: info@eventclearing.lu or
matthias@eventclearing.lu or Inge Achatz at info@die-meldestelle.de.
Thank you very much, with kind regards
Markus Grüter
(President of the event)

Matthias Lienhop
(EventClearing)

